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1. Introduction 

The Earth’s magnetosphere is a result of the solar wind impact on the dipole-like 

geomagnetic field. The form and size of geomagnetosphere are basically determined by the 
solar wind dynamic pressure, whereas unsteady processes within the magnetosphere 

affecting the human activity under name of magnetic storms and substorms are due to 
variations of the magnetic field transported by the solar wind plasma. This field, known as 

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), is governed by solar activity and can reverse its 
direction and vary in amplitude a ten times. As soon as the space-borne measurements of 

solar wind parameters started, it became clear that southward IMF (opposite in direction to 
the Earth magnetic field) is one of the most geoeffective solar wind characteristics. The 

perfect relationship was found between southward IMF (BZS) and such indicators of 
magnetic activity as a planetary Kp index (Fairfield & Cahill, 1966; Wilcox et al., 1967; 

Rostoker & Fälthammar, 1967; Baliff et al., 1967), AE index of magnetic activity in the 
auroral zone (Pudovkin et al., 1970; Arnoldy, 1971; Foster et al., 1971; Kokubun, 1972; Meng 

et al., 1973), magnetic storm Dst index (Hirshberg & Colburn, 1969; Kokubun, 1972; Kane, 
1974; Russel et al., 1974). Since the correlation of magnetic activity with the solar wind 

fluctuations distinctly increased when the product of the solar wind speed and southward 

IMF was taken into account (Rostoker & Fälthammar, 1967; Garrett et al., 1974; Murayama & 
Hakamada, 1975), the conclusion was made that the interplanetary electric field E=vxBZS 

plays a crucial part in the solar wind–magnetosphere coupling (Rostoker & Fälthammar, 
1967).  

Various combinations of solar wind parameters (basically, the interplanetary electric field 
and the solar wind density and speed) were repeatedly examined to establish the best 
function for description of the solar wind–magnetosphere coupling. The most well-known 
functions are an parameter ε=l02vB2sin4(θc/ 2), firstly presented by Perreault & Akasofu 
(1978), electric field EKL = vBTsin2(θc/2) introduced in practice by Kan & Lee (1979), and 
rectifying function EY= vBZS (Reiff & Luhmann, 1986), where v is a velocity of the solar wind, 
B is IMF intensity, BY, BZ and BZS are azimuthal, vertical and southward IMF components, BT 
is transverse IMF component BT= {(BY)2+(BZ)2}1/2, and θc is an angle between BT component 
and the geomagnetic Z-axis. A precise formula for the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling 
function has not yet been agreed so far, and other functions, in number of more than ten, are 
also used in practice. 
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In attempts to derive an universal solar wind–magnetosphere coupling function, Newell et 
al. (2007, 2008) investigated behavior of 10 variables, characterizing the magnetosphere 
state, in relation to different coupling functions. The comprehensive investigations did not 
reveal a unique coupling function applicable for any circumstances and conditions, but it 
was noted (Newell et al., 2008), that the unique coupling function, if it exists, must involve 
the solar wind velocity v to the first (or a little higher) power, transverse IMF component BT 
to the first (or a little lower) power, and sine of IMF clock angle θc to the second (or more) 
power. It is easy to see that coupling function EKL (Kan & Lee, 1979) is well consistent with 
these requirements. 

Coupling functions are used to characterize the solar wind geoefficiency. As this takes place, 
the solar wind parameters are measured outside the magnetosphere, at present on board 
ACE spacecraft positioned in Lagrange point (L1) at a distance of ~ 1.5 millions km from 
Earth. As a consequence, an actual value of the solar wind parameters at magnetopause can 
essentially differ from those monitored on board ACE spacecraft, even if they are time-
shifted to the magnetosphere. Besides, a very high level of magnetic field turbulence is 
typical of region between the bow shock and magnetopause with incorporation of nonlinear 
processes within the boundary magnetosphere (Rossolenko et al., 2009), and it is unlikely to 
wait that changes in the solar wind parameters are converted in their true shape into the 
magnetosphere processes, while transmitting a signal through the highly turbulent region. 
Hence it is very desirable to monitor the solar wind energy that entered into the 
magnetosphere. It is suggested to use for this purpose a ground-based PC index put 
forward by Troshichev et al. (1988) as a index of magnetic activity in the polar cap.  

2. Physical backgrounds and method for the PC derivation 

Distribution and intensity of magnetic activity in the Earth’s polar caps is determined by 
orientation and power of the interplanetary magnetic field, particular types of the polar cap 
magnetic disturbances being related to the IMF southward BZS (Nishida, 1968) , azimuthal 
BY (Svalgaard, 1968; Mansurov, 1969) and northward BZN (Maezawa, 1976; Kuznetsov & 
Troshichev, 1977) components. Distribution of magnetic disturbances on the ground level is 
commonly described by systems of equivalent currents being hypothetic currents, providing 
the observed magnetic effect on the ground surface. Figure 1 demonstrates DP2, DP3 and 
DP4 current systems derived for polar cap disturbances associated with action of 
southward, northward and azimuthal IMF components, respectively (Kuznetsov & 
Troshichev, 1977; Troshichev & Tsyganenko, 1978). In addition, the DP0 disturbances have 
been separated (Troshichev & Tsyganenko, 1978) which are observed irrespective of the 
IMF, but well correlate with the solar wind velocity v in the second power (Sergeev & 
Kuznetsov, 1981) that makes it possible to associate them with the solar wind dynamic 
pressure. DP2 and DP0 current systems are terminated by the latitudes of Φ=50-60° 
(Troshichev, 1975) and focuses in these current vortices are located just right where the 
intense magnetospheric field-aligned currents are regularly observed.  

Measurements on board spacecrafts OGO-4 (Zmuda & Armstrong, 1974) and TRIAD (Iijima 
& Potemra, 1976) showed that field-aligned currents (FAC) are distributed in two regions 
aligned with the auroral oval. Region 1 FAC system consists of a layer of field-aligned 
currents on the poleward boundary of the auroral oval, with currents flowing into the 
ionosphere in the morning sector and flowing out of the ionosphere in the evening sector.  
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Fig. 1. Current systems of DP2, DP3 and DP4 disturbances generated by variations of IMF 
components: (a) southward BZS=−1nT, (b) southward BZS=−0.25nT, (c) northward BZN, (d) 
azimuthal BY (Troshichev and Tsyganenko, 1978). 

Region 2 FAC system with the oppositely directed field-aligned currents is positioned on the 
equatorward boundary of the oval. The currents in Region 1 demonstrate a strong 
dependency on southward IMF BZS (Langel, 1975; Mc Diarmid et al., 1977; Iijima & Potemra, 
1982) or the interplanetary electric field EY (Bythrow & Potemra, 1983). The Region 1 FAC 
system is observed permanently, even during very quiet conditions, whereas Region 2 
system becomes available when magnetic disturbances in the auroral zone are developed 
(Iijima & Potemra, 1978). Regions 1 and 2 FAC systems are mapped into the equatorial plane 
of magnetosphere in all magnetosphere models (Antonova et al., 2006). Observations of ion 
fluxes and magnetic fields made on board DMSP F7 satellite (Iijima et al., 1997), plasma 
sheet temperature, density, and pressure data inferred from DMSP F8, F9, F10, and F11 
satellite measurements at the ionospheric altitudes (Wing and Newell, 2000), measurements 
of plasma pressure gradients on board the THEMIS satellites (Xing et al., 2009) lead to 
conclusion that the field-aligned current systems are constantly driven by the pressure-
gradient forces generated within the closed magnetosphere while it’s coupling with the 
varying solar wind. The azimuthal pressure gradients required to support the Region 1 
field-aligned currents have been derived in studies (Stepanova et al., 2004, 2006; Antonova 
et al., 2011) 

The field-aligned currents patterns typical of low and high magnetic activity have been 
applied to calculate the systems of electric fields and currents in the polar ionosphere 
(Nisbet et al., 1978; Gizler et al., 1979; Troshichev et al., 1979). The calculated equivalent 
current systems turned out to be identical to the experimental systems derived from 
magnetic disturbances observed in the polar caps. The conclusion was made (Troshichev, 
1982) that magnetic activity in polar caps is related to the field-aligned currents responding 
to changes in the solar wind, and the DP2 disturbances can be taken as an indicator of the 
geoeffective solar wind impacting on the magnetosphere. 
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Examination of statistical relationships between the DP2 magnetic disturbances and 

different interplanetary quantities (Troshichev and Andrezen, 1985) gave the best result for 

coupling function EKL: the disturbance values δF at the near-pole stations Thule (Greenland) 

and Vostok (Antarctica) turned out to be linearly linked with EKL value. It means that EKL 

value can be estimated if the scaling coefficients between quantities EKL and δF is 

established. Dependence of δF value on ionospheric conductivity is easily taken into account 

under common conditions, when the polar cap ionosphere is regulated by the solar UV 

irradiation. These are the physical backgrounds determining a method for the PC index 

derivation (Troshichev et al., 1988, 2006).  

The statistically justified regression coefficients ┙ and ┚, which determine the relationship 

between the coupling function EKL and vector of DP2 magnetic disturbance δF at stations 

Thule and Vostok, are derived at first:  

 δF = ┙ EKL + ┚ (1) 

These coefficients are calculated for any UT moment of each day of the year since 

orientation of DP2 disturbances at stations is dependent on local time and slightly changed 
from summer to winter. To determine the statistically justified orientation of the DP2 

disturbances vector (i.e. angle  between the disturbance vector and the dawn-dusk 

meridian), the correlation between δF and EKL is calculated for all angles  in the range of 
±90° from the dawn-dusk orientation on the basis of large set of data (some years). The angle 

 ensuring the best correlation between values δF and EKL is fixed and the appropriate 

regression coefficients ┙ and ┚ are calculated. Just these parameters , ┙ and ┚ are used in 
further calculations.  

The values EKL were calculated from measurements of solar wind parameters in space, 

shifted to the sub-solar point (12 RE) using the actual solar wind velocity. Then a time 

delay ΔT ~ 20 min is required for an EKL signal to be transferred from the bow shock 

position to the polar cap. To take into account the effect of ionospheric conductivity 

variations and its changes in response to solar activity, the δF values were estimated in 

reference to quiet daily curve (QDC) with allowance for QDC change from day to day 

(Janzhura & Troshichev, 2008). Usage of a proper QDC, as a level of reference for δF 

values, ensures invariance of the parameters , ┚ and  determining relationship between 

δF and EKL irrespective of solar activity (Troshichev et al., 2011a). As an evidence, Figure 2 

shows distribution of , ┚ and  parameter derived for the Vostok station for epochs of 

solar maximum (Troshichev et al. 2006) and solar minimum (Troshichev et al., 2011a), and 

for entire cycle of solar activity (Troshichev et al., 2007, Troshichev & Janzhura, 2009). One 

can see that patterns for , ┙ and ┚ parameters derived independently for different epochs 

are totally consistent (if make allowance for some difference in their scales). It means that 

once derived parameters of , ┚ and  can be regarded as valid for ever provided the 

appropriate QDCs are used (additional substantiations can be found in (Troshichev et al., 

2011a)).  

The parameters ┙, ┚ and  established for each UT moment of each day of the year are 

further used for calculation of PC index of any given time 

 『』 = ξ (δF – ┚)/ ┙  (2)  
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Fig. 2. Parameters , ┚ and ┙ for the Vostok station, derived independently for epochs of 
solar maximum (1998–2001), solar minimum (1997, 2007–2008), and the full cycle of solar 
activity (1995–2005); the axis of abscises being for UT and axis of ordinates being for a 
month. 

The normalization coefficients ┙ and ┚ derived independently for the Thule and Vostok 
stations eliminate the diurnal and seasonal changes in response of the PC index to changes 
in EKL field in the summer and winter polar caps. Dimensionality of the scale coefficient ξ is 
taken equal to 1 for convenience of comparison of PC and EKL values. As an example, Figure 
3 shows the run of the calculated PCN (blue) and PCS (red) indices in the northern and 
southern hemispheres in 1998-2001. One can see a remarkable agreement in behavior of the 
positive PCS and PCN indices (which are related to DP2 disturbances) irrespective of the 
season, the largest value of PC about +20 mV/m being reached synchronously at both 
stations. Asymmetry is seen for negative PC index which describes the effect of DP3  

 

Fig. 3. Run of PCN and PCS indices in 1998−2001 (Troshichev et al., 2006). 
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magnetic disturbances responding to the northward IMF influence typical of only the 
summer polar cap. 

3. PC index response to changes in solar wind dynamic pressure and EKL 

Statistically justified relationships between PC index and changes in the interplanetary 
electric field EKL and solar wind dynamic pressure PSW were examined in (Troshichev et al., 
2007) on the example of the interplanetary shocks, which are commonly accompanied by the 
clearly defined and significant solar wind dynamic pressure pulses and strong oscillations 
of the interplanetary magnetic field. To estimate the value EKL and the solar wind dynamic 
pressure PSW the 5-min averaged data from the ACE satellite for 1998-2002 were used. These 
parameters were reduced to the magnetopause, the time of the signal passage from the ACE 
location to the magnetosphere been taken into account with allowance for the real solar 
wind speed for each particular event. Allowance for additional delay time τD ~ 20 minutes 
typical of the signal passage from the magnetopause to the polar cap and its transformation 
into magnetic activity was not made in this case.  

Only interplanetary shocks with sudden pressure pulses ΔPSW >4 nPa starting against the 

background of the steady quiet pressure level lasting no less than 6 hours were examined in 

the analysis (N=62). The moment of maximum derivative dP/dt was identified as a pressure 

pulse onset. Just this moment is taken as a key (“zero”) date for the epoch superposition 

method, other characteristics – EKL, PC, and real PSW – being related to the key date. PC 

indices were classified as summer and winter ones (PCsummer and PCwinter), instead of 

PCN and PCS indices. To separate the overlapping effects of the electric field and dynamic 

pressure, the behavior of averaged characteristics PSW, EKL and PC was examined under 

different restrictions imposed in turn on (1) the coupling function EKL, (2) the magnitude of 

the pressure PSW after the jump, and (3) the rate of the pressure increase (dPSW/dt), the other 

two quantities being successively kept invariant at the same time.  

Analysis of the relationships between the averaged EKL and PC quantities under conditions 
of varying restrictions imposed on the EKL value (1 > EKL > 0 mV/m, 3 > EKL > 1 mV/m, EKL 
> 3mV/m) with the practically arbitrary values of the pressure jump (pressure gradient 
ΔPSW > 2 nPa and derivative dP/dt > 0.04 nPa/min) showed that the PC index starts to 
growth within few minutes after the pressure jump, almost simultaneously with the EKL 
increase. Nevertheless, the maximal magnetic activity in the polar caps is reached about 15 – 
30 minutes after the EKL maximums, the corresponding average EKL and PC values being 
almost identical. Relationships between averaged PSW, EKL and PC under varying restrictions 
imposed on the pressure magnitude suggest that the dynamic pressure gradient, not the 
pressure level, affects the PC index. Indeed, the PC index rose just after the pressure jump 
and descended about 1 hour later irrespective of the persistent high level of the dynamic 
pressure.  

Figure 4 demonstrates relationship between the averaged PSW, EKL and PC values under 
varying restrictions imposed on the pressure growth rate (dP/dt): (a) 0.2 > (dP/dt) > 0.1 
nPa/min, (b) 0.3 > (dP/dt) > 0.2 nPa/min and (c) (dP/dt) > 0.3 nPa/min, the values of ESW and 
ΔPSW being arbitrary. One can see that the electric field EKL increases when the dynamic 
pressure growth rate arises: the sharper is front of the pressure enhancement, the larger are 
the changes of EKL on the front. Average PC indices and EKL start to increase some minutes  
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Fig. 4. Relationship between averaged PSW, EKL and PC quantities under varying restrictions 
imposed on of the pressure growth rate (dP/dt): (a) 0.2 > (dP/dt) > 0.1 nPa/min, (b) 0.3 > 
(dP/dt) > 0.2 nPa/min and (c) (dP/dt) > 0.3 nPa/min, the values of EKL and ΔPSW being 
arbitrary (Troshichev et al., 2007) EKL quantity is denoted here as Em. 

after the pressure jump, and the PC indices maximums follow the electric field maximums 
with a common delay time of ~ 15 – 30 minutes. The PC index remains increased only 1–1.5 
hours after a sharp pressure increase, and then the polar cap magnetic activity quickly 
decays in agreement with EKL behavior.  

The excess of the PC index over the appropriate EKL value is typical of the pressure jump 
conditions: PCsum ~ 3 mV/m for EKL ~ 2 mV/m and 0.2 > (dP/dt) > 0.1 nPa/min (Fig. 4a); 
PCsum ~ 4.2 mV/m for EKL ~ 2.5 – 2.8 mV/m and 0.3 > (dP/dt) > 0.2 nPa/min (Fig. 4b); 
PCsum ~ 5.6 mV/m for EKL ~ 2.5 – 3 mV/m and (dP/dt) > 0.3 nPa/min (Fig. 4c). The 
discrepancies between the values of EKL and PC indices turn out to be proportional to the 
corresponding values of ΔPSW and can be assigned just to the influence in the solar wind 
dynamic pressure. It makes it possible to conclude that an effect of pressure gradient ~1 nPa 
is approximately equivalent to effect of EKL ≈ 0.33 mV/m. 

A decisive argument in favor of the pressure gradients influence on polar cap activity could 
be provided with events when the pressure jumps are not accompanied by electric field 
changes. Unfortunately, it is not feasible to find sharp pressure increases, which are 
inconsistent with no any variations of the interplanetary electric field. However, there is a 
number of pressure decreases divorced from the electric field. Results of the epoch 
superposition for 94 events with negative pressure gradients (-0.1 > dPSW /dt nPa/min) are 
presented in Figure 5a, where the moment of pressure sudden decrease is taken as a “zero 
moment”. One can see that both summer and winter PC indices started to decrease right 
after “zero moment” although the mean electric field remained at level of ~ 2.5 mV/m  
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Fig. 5. Relationship between averaged PSW, EKL and PC quantities under conditions of (a) 
negative pressure gradient (−0.1 > dPSW /dt nPa/min), and (b) northward IMF (Troshichev et 
al., 2007) EKL quantity is denoted here as Em. 

before and after the key date. The average decay of the polar cap magnetic activity lasted 
about 1.5 hours, and the effect was maximal (~ 0.5 mV/m) in the summer polar cap. A pure 
effect of the pressure negative jump in these events is estimated as 1 nPa ≈ 0.25 mV/m. The 
fact that the PC index decreases in response to negative pressure gradients suggests that the 
pressure effect in the PC index is reversible and acts under conditions of the pressure rise 
and fall.  

Figure 5b shows relationship between averaged PSW and EKL under conditions of northward 

IMF. Since the coupling function EKL reduces to zero when the IMF is northward (BZ > 0), 

the run of the IMF BZ component is shown in Figure. One can see that the mean PC index 

increases in response to positive pressure pulses, the ratio 1 nPa ≈ 0.4 mV/m is valid in this 

case. Thus, the solar wind pressure growth rate (i.e. jump power ΔPSW/Δt) proves, after EKL, 

to be the second most important factor for the PC index increase: influence of the dynamic 

pressure gradient ΔPSW = 1 nPa on the polar cap magnetic activity is roughly equivalent to 

effect of the coupling function ΔEKL = 0.33 mV/m.  

The PC index rises in response to the positive dynamic pressure pulses irrespective of IMF 
polarity (southward or northward). It means that mechanism of the pressure gradients 
influence on polar magnetic activity is not related to IMF whose effects in polar 
ionosphere are strongly controlled by the IMF orientation. The PC indices in the summer 
and winter polar caps demonstrate similar response to solar wind dynamic pressure 
pulses, but the summer PC value is persistently higher than the winter PC value (up to 
factor 1.5). The predominant growth of the summer PC index is indicative of important 
role of ionospheric conductance in mechanism of the pressure pulses effect that implies 
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the better conditions for field-aligned currents closure through the well-conducting sunlit 
ionosphere. 

4. Relation of the PC index to magnetospheric substorms 

Dynamics of magnetic disturbances in the auroral zone is described by the “auroral indices” 
AU and AL that characterize intensity of magnetic disturbances produced, respectively, by 
eastward and westward electric currents (electrojets) flowing in the morning and evening 
sectors of auroral zone. Their total, AE index, is regarded as a measure of disturbance in the 
auroral zone. During substorm periods a powerful westward electrojet is developed in the 
midnight auroral zone as a result of substorm current wedge formation (Birkeland, 1908) in 
response to strongly enhanced auroral particle precipitation and short-circuiting of neutral 
sheet currents through the high conductivity auroral ionosphere. That is why a sudden 
increase of the AL index is identified with the magnetospheric substorm onset, the intensity 
of substorm being evaluated by the AE or AL indices. The substorm sudden onset is usually 
preceded by gradual increase of westward and eastward electrojets regarded as a substorm 
growth phase. Growth phase is related to Region 1 FAC enhancement, which is 
accompanied by progressive intensification of auroral particle precipitation and formation 
Region 2 FAC system.  

Relationship between the PC index and development of the isolated substorms, occurring 
against the background of magnetic quiescence, was analyzed by Janzhura et al. (2007). The 
following four classes of isolated magnetic disturbances were examined: weak magnetic 
bays, short magnetic substorms with duration under 3 hours, long substorms lasting more 
than 3 hours, and extended substorms, which demonstrate, after sudden onset a slow 
intensity increase, with maximum being retarded for some hours after the sudden onset.  

Relationship between the PC index and progress of the strongest “sawtooth” substorms, 

whose intensity periodically increases and decreases, was analyzed by Troshichev & 
Janzhura (2009). The sawtooth events, developing under influence of a high-speed solar 

wind with strong fluctuating or a steady southward IMF, are distinguished from usual 
substorms by a larger local time extent (Lui et al., 2004; Henderson et al., 2006a,b; Clauer et 

al., 2006). Results (Troshichev et al., 2011b) indicate that a permanently high level of auroral 
activity is a typical feature of powerful sawtooth substorms. Aurora activity starts long 

before a magnetic disturbance onset and keeps a high level irrespective of magnetic 
disturbances. As a result, the close agreement between magnetic disturbance sudden onsets 

and behavior of aurora and particle injections on the synchronous orbit breaks down in 
contrast to “classical” substorms which are strongly associated with auroral particle 

precipitation.  

The epoch superposition method, with the time of a substorm sudden onset taken as a key 
date, was used to reveal regularity in relationship between PC and AE indices in course of 
different types of substorm. In case of sawtooth substorms observed in 1998-2001 under 
conditions of the fluctuating southward IMF (N=43), the relationships between the IMF Bz 
and By components, electric field EKL, and PC and AL indices are also examined. Figure 6 

integrates results obtained in analyses of Janzhura et al. (2007) and Troshichev & Janzhura 
(2009) for magnetic bays (average AL < 200 nT), short (AL > 200 nT), extended (AL > 200 nT) 
and sawtooth (AL > 500 nT) substorms (notice that the scale at the bottom panel is about  
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Fig. 6. Relationship between average PC and AL indices for weak magnetic bays (first panel), 
isolated short and extended substorms (second and third panels), and for sawtooth 
substorms (forth panel) (Troshichev and Janzhura, 2009). 

twice as large as the scale for isolated substorms). One can see that the substorm sudden 
onset is preceded by the persistent PC index increase irrespective of substorm intensity. 
Following the generally accepted terminology, we shall name a time interval between a PC 
growth beginning and an explosive escalation of a magnetic disturbance in the auroral zone 
as a substorm growth phase. The mean duration of the growth phase is about 1 hour for 
isolated substorms and about 20-30 minutes for sawtooth substorms. As shown in 
(Troshichev and Janzhura, 2009) the PC growth phase is determined by the related EKL 
function growth. In case of sawtooth substorms both EKL and PC quantities stay at a high 
level after the substorm onset as well. As for magnetic disturbances in the auroral zone, the 
mean AL index keeps at low level before substorm and starts to grow only ~ 10 minutes 
ahead of the AL sudden onset.  

These regularities clearly demonstrate that PC index variations in course of substorm are 
controlled by interplanetary electric field EKL and that magnetic disturbances in the auroral 
zone follow the EKL and PC increase. There is a definite PC level required for the substorm 
onset: in case of isolated substorms the threshold is about 1 – 2 mV/m, in case of sawtooth 
substorms the threshold is above 2 mV/m for. The fall of the PC value below 1 mV/m is 
unconditionally followed by the substorm decay.  
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Sawtooth disturbances last about 1.5–2 hours like isolated magnetic bays and short 
substorms, but they principally differ by PC behavior after the expansion phase. In case of 
isolated substorms, the PC index returns to a quiet level (<2 mV/m); in case of periodically 
repetitive substorms PC remains on a high level (>3 mV/m). If we consider the PC index as 
a signature of the solar wind energy input into the magnetosphere, an evident conclusion 
follows that isolated magnetic bays and short substorms are caused by a one-step energy 
income into the magnetosphere lasting for a short time, whereas isolated long and extended 
substorms take place if the solar energy is delivered with a different capability for a longer 
time. Sawtooth substorms are generated when a very powerful energy supply proceeds 
during a long period.  

Thus, the analyses (Janzhura et al., 2007 and Troshichev & Janzhura, 2009) revealed that the 
PC index growth is a precursor of substorms development irrespective of a substorm type 
(isolated or sawtooth) and intensity. The growth phase duration is determined by the PC 
growth rate: the higher is the rate, the shorter is the growth phase duration. As Figure 7 
shows, the PC growth rate is a controlling factor for such important characteristics of 
magnetic disturbance as an AL growth rate before the substorm sudden onset (ALGR = - 0.5 + 
55*PCGR, R=0.996) and for maximal intensity of magnetic substorm (ALmax = 114 + 
6570*PCGR, R=0.997). According to last relationship, the ALmax value will reach ~1600 nT 
when PCGR is ~ 0.2 mV/m/min, which is equivalent to the PC jump by 2 mV/m per 10 
minutes, that is observed in the case. Therefore, the average substorm intensity (i.e. 
magnitude of magnetic disturbance in the auroral zone) is predetermined by the PC growth 
rate during the growth phase. 

  

Fig. 7. Dependence of AL growth rate (a) and magnetic substorm intensity ALmax (b) on 
PCgrowth rate preceding a sudden onset (Troshichev and Janzhura, 2009). 
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The above presented results suggest that the PC index is a signature of solar wind energy 
that entered into the magnetosphere in course of solar wind–magnetosphere coupling. 
Indeed, the magnetospheric substorms are always preceded by the PC index growth and 
start as soon as the PC index exceeds a definite threshold value. Threshold value appears to 
be a level when the excess of energy incoming into the magnetosphere is over the ordinary 
energy dissipating in the magnetosphere; if threshold is not reached, the substorm can not 
begin, irrespective of how long the solar wind energy was income into the magnetosphere. 
From this point of view, the substorm growth phase is a period of the enhanced rate of 
energy pumping into the magnetosphere, not a period of energy storage in the 
magnetosphere. The large PC growth rate indicates that rate of energy pumping into the 
magnetosphere increases respectively. The greater the energy input, the faster is reached the 
threshold level; the shorter is the growth phase duration. The higher the energy input rate 
(i.e. energy input related to the growth phase duration), the larger is excess of incoming 
energy over the level of ordinary energy dissipation, and the more powerful is substorm. 
The succeeding substorm development is determined by dynamics of the subsequent input 
of energy, which is displayed by the PC index run. Thus, the solar wind geoefficiency in case 
of magnetospheric substorms can be monitored with confidence by the PC index.  

5. Relation of the PC index to magnetic storms 

Magnetic storms are the result of a joint action of magnetopause currents (DCF), which are 
proportional to the square root of the solar wind dynamic pressure and ring currents (DR) 
flowing in the inner magnetosphere (Chapman, 1963). The DR current ground effect 
typically far exceeds the DCF current effect, that is why the magnetic storm intensity is 
evaluated by the Dst index depicting a longitudinally averaged magnetic field depression at 
low latitudes (Sugiura, 1976). It is well known (Kamide, 1974; Russel et al., 1974; Burton et 
al., 1975; Akasofu, 1981) that magnetic storms intensity is dominantly controlled by 
southward IMF component (BZS), whereas the solar wind velocity (v) and density (n) are of 
minor importance. While investigating solar wind–magnetosphere coupling functions, the 
best result was obtained for functions including the geoeffective interplanetary electric field 
EKL (Newell et al., 2008; Spencer et al., 2009).  

Relationship between the 1-min PC index behavior and the storm depression development 
(Dst index) for epoch of solar maximum (1998–2004) has been examined by Troshichev et al. 
(2011c). Two criteria were used as a basic guideline to choose magnetic storms for the 
analysis: (1) magnetic storm duration should be longer than 12 hours, (2) magnetic storm 
depression should be larger than Dst = -30nT. On the basis of these criteria, 54 magnetic 
storms were separated for the period of 1998–2004 with a maximal storm intensity varying 
in the range from Dst = -30nT to Dst = -373nT. For convenience of comparison of the PC(EKL) 
behavior with storm development, the main phase of each magnetic depression was divided 
into two parts: a “growth phase” when magnetic depression increases, and a “damping 
phase” when magnetic depression decreases, a “recovery phase” being used as before: as a 
period of a magnetic field slow restoration to the previous undisturbed level.  

Since the Dst value is determined by a joint action of two, DCF and DR, current sources, the 
Dst index initial decline can be caused by a DR current growth as well as by a solar wind 
pressure reduсtion. In addition, during the solar maximum epoch (1998-2004), magnetic 
storms were usually following one after other, when a new magnetic storm started against 
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the background of the recovery phase of the previous storm. Under these conditions, it 
would be well to look for another characteristic of storm depression beginnings, 
independent on the peculiarities of individual magnetic storm development. Referring to 
results (Janzhura et al., 2007; Troshichev & Janzhura, 2009) and suggesting that a comparable 
input of the solar wind energy is required for development of magnetospheric substorms 
and magnetic storms, the value PC=2mV/m was considered as a possible threshold level.  

Examination of 54 chosen storms showed that all of them occurred under condition PC>2 

mV/m. To demonstrate that a threshold level PC=2 mV/m is a typical feature of 

relationships between PC (or EKL) changes and magnetic storm development, the magnetic 

storms were separated into six gradations according to their intensity, and the averaged 

PC(EKL) and Dst quantities for these gradations were examined. The gradations determined 

by a minimal Dst value are the following: (a) -30>Dst>-50nT, (b) -50>Dst>-80nT,  

(c) -80>Dst>-100nT, (d) -100>Dst>-120nT, (e) -130>Dst>-160nT, and (f) -160>Dst>-240nT. The 

method of superposed epochs was used. Correspondingly, the time when the PC index  

 

Fig. 8. Relationship between behavior of averaged PC index (red) and EKL (green) quantities 
and development of magnetic storm Dst index (black) for 6 gradations of storm intensity: (a) 
−30 > Dst > −50 nT, (b) −50 > Dst > −80 nT, (c) −80 > Dst > −100 nT, (d) −100 > Dst > 120 nT, 
(e) 130 > Dst > 160 nT, (f) 160 > Dst > 240 nT. The key date (T=0) is taken as a time of the 
persistent transition of the EKL value over the level of 2 mV/m (Troshichev et al., 2011c). 
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persistently rises above the level of 2 mV/m was taken as a time (T=0) of the disturbance 
beginning, and the time when the PC index persistently falls below the level of 2 mV/m was 
taken as a time of the recovery phase beginning.  

Figure 8 shows the behavior of coupling function EKL and the PC index, as well as 
corresponding changes in the Dst index for these 6 gradations. Results of case studies and 
statistical analysis (Figure 8) demonstrate the following regularities: geomagnetic field 
depression generally starts to develop as soon as PC and EKL exceed the threshold of ~2 
mV/m; as a rule, PC and EKL simultaneously cross the threshold, although sometimes one 
goes ahead of other; when PC (EKL) demonstrates repetitive strong enhancements and 
decreases, the magnetic storm displays the appropriate multiple depressions with growth 
and dumping phases; persistent descent of PC (EKL) below the threshold level of 2 mV/m is 
indicative of the end of the storm main phase and transition to the recovery phase; “PC 
saturation effect” is typical of events with EKL values > 6 mV/m. 

To derive statistical relationships between Dst and mean PC (EKL) values, the 1 min 
quantities PC and EKL were averaged over the growth phase duration (the interval from time 
T=0 to the time of the peak value of Dst (Dst(peak)). The averaged values PCgrowth and 
EKLgrowth were compared with value of maximal depression. It turned out (Figure 9) that 
under conditions of EKL < 6 mV/m, the relationship between Dst(peak) and PC (Dst = 24.8-
31.8*PC) is of the same character as between Dst(peak) and EKL (Dst=24.9-30.9*EKL), although 
the correlation of Dst with EKL (R=-0.74) is much lower than with PC (R=-0.87). Under  

 

Fig. 9. Relationships between storm intensity Dst(peak) and quantities EKLgrowth and 
PCgrowth averaged over the storm growth phase interval, derived for categories of EKL < 6 
mV/m and EKL > 6 mV/m (Troshichev et al., 2011c) 
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conditions EKL>6 mV/m the efficiency of EKL strongly decreases (Dst=-35.6-16.05*EKL), 
whereas relationship between Dst(peak) and PC is practically unchanged (Dst=8.2-32.6PC). 
The evident slowing down of depression Dst(peak) for conditions of EKL > 5-6 mV/m can be 
termined as a “Dst saturation effect” which is not seen in relations of Dst with the PC index.  

Thus, all examined magnetic storms started as soon as the field EKL and the appropriate PC 
index firmly exceeded the threshold of ~2 mV/m. The storm main phase lasted till the EKL 
and PC steadily stands above this threshold level. The time of the firm descent of the PC and 
EKL quantities below the same level of ~ 2 mV/m is indicative of the storm transition to the 
recovery phase. The storm intensity Dst(peak) demonstrates the steady linear correlation 
with the PC value averaged for the growth phase PC(growth) for all storm intensities 
irrespective of PC value. The storm dynamics correlate better with value and changes of the 
PC index than with those of the EKL field that provides a weighty argument in support of the 
PC index as a signature of the solar wind energy that entered into the magnetosphere.  

6. Conclusion 

The PC index has been introduced initially (Troshichev et al., 1988) as a characteristic of the 
polar cap magnetic activity related to the geoeffective interplanetary electric field EKL which 

was determined by formula of Kan & Lee (1979). The recent studies (Troshichev et al., 2007; 

Janzhura et al., 2007, Troshichev & Janzhura, 2009; Troshichev et al., 2011c) show that the PC 

index implication is more significant: the magnetospheric storms and substorms start only if 
the PC index reaches the definite threshold value (~ 2 mV/m for storms, and >1.5mV/m for 

substorms); the substorm growth phase duration and substorm intensity are determined by 
the PC growth rate and substorms are stopped as soon as PC index falls below 1-1.5 mV/m; 

the storm length is terminated by duration of period, when PC>2mV/m, the storm intensity 
being linearly related to the PC index averaged for the storm time interval; development of 

storms and substorms is better consistent with the PC behavior than with the coupling 
function variations; and so on. In addition, it turned out that the PC index adequately 

responds to sharp changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure. All these experimentally 

established relationships make it possible to conclude that the PC index should be regarded 
as an adequate and convenient proxy of the solar wind energy that entered into the 

magnetosphere. 

If holding this point of view it becomes obvious why the storm and substorm indicators 
should correlate better with the 『』 index than with coupling function EKL (since the 
coupling function EKL characterizes the state of solar wind coupling with the 
magnetosphere, whereas the PC index characterizes the energy that entered into the 
magnetosphere); why the PC index increase precedes storm and substorms (because growth 
of the entered energy above the level of energy dissipation is followed by realizing the 
energy excess in form of magnetic disturbances); why the sawtooth substorms demonstrate 
the distinct periodicity under conditions of steadily high energy supply (because the 
persistently high entered energy ensures the extreme intensity of field aligned currents 
discharging the current generator which power is limited by finite plasma pressure 
gradients in the closed magnetosphere (see Troshichev et al., 2012)).  

As far as the PC index characterizes the energy that entered into the magnetosphere in 

course of solar wind – magnetosphere coupling, the index can be used to monitor the 
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solar wind geoefficiency and state of magnetosphere. Since disturbances in 

magnetosphere are always preceded by energy input, the PC index usage makes it 

possible to realize the space weather nowcasting (including the auroral ionosphere state 

and even the anomalous processes in polar atmosphere). At present, the PCN and PCS 

indices are published at sites:  

PCN ftp://ftp.space.dtu.dk/WDC/indices/pcn/ 

PCS http://www.geophys.aari.ru/ 
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